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Introduction and Context
By 2000, as prison populations increased every year to record highs, leaders in criminal justice
called the attention of policymakers to the implications of “reentry,” the return of 650,000
prisoners to their communities each year, and with it their difficulties finding employment.1 Soon
new research and new programs, funded in part by the federal Second Chance Act of 2007,
focused on moving returning prisoners into the workforce.
In 2008, when the recession hit, I was at the John Howard Association, an Illinois prison
watchdog organization. There I listened to former inmates frustrated by not getting jobs –not
even getting interviews-- though they attended all available programs, followed the rules, and
pounded the pavement day after day. Among them were good candidates, people my organization
would have hired had we the funds. These returning prisoners struggled to escape a bleak future
of limited, low-paying work for which there was tremendous competition. They were obviously
not prepared for it. It was not clear how they could have been.
In 2010, a Soros Justice Fellowship at the Bluhm Legal Clinic at Northwestern University School of
Law gave me an opportunity to devise innovative strategies by which returning prisoners could be
better prepared for a competitive, changing world of work. I was aided by a talented team of law
students.* That project informs my thinking about employment and prisoner reentry today and
about the returning inmate’s place in- and contributions to- the future of work.

* Northwestern Law School students whose research, interviews in the field, comments and papers contributed to the Prison
Reentry Strategies program at Northwestern Law School – Bluhm Legal Clinic in 2010 – 2012 included: Shilpa Avasare, Ty-Reese
Britt, Nikki Lee, David Rubin, Louis Sarmiento and Gillian Satersfield. The program description and documents are accessible at
http://www.law.northwestern.edu/legalclinic/prison/aboutus/
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The Future of Work
We begin with the recent finding, that computerization has put 47% of the total jobs in the
United States at risk of being automated, replacing workers.2 Labor economists attribute at least
some of the “sluggish” employment growth over the last 10-15 years to advances in computer
technology and foresee “dismal prospects for many types of jobs… not only in manufacturing,
clerical and retail work but in professions such as law, financial services, education, and
medicine.”3 They conclude that automation is cutting deeply into an already diminished demand
for, and wages paid to, manual, semi-skilled or blue collar workers, and threatens jobs once
thought too complex for computers to handle.4 Technology helps drive income inequality by
increasing productivity to the financial benefit of bright innovators at the top while low-wage,
unskilled workers are losing out, still working perhaps but at lower wages than in previous years. 5
If what lies ahead is not the end of work, economist Jeremy Rifkin’s catchy 1995 book title,6 at
best we face a “highly disruptive period of economic growth… a period of disorientating and
uncomfortable change” that will adversely affect those already at the bottom of the economic
heap. 7
According to labor economists, the expected harsh impact of computerization on today’s middle
and laboring classes can be mitigated by “recognizing the problem and taking steps such as
investing more in education and training of workers,”8 not just generally but to the point of their
mastery of specific skills. 9 Furthermore, they conclude that participation in a future world of
work (encompassing the sociological and environmental facets of the workplace) will require
enhanced social and communications skills. 10
In the short run, the prospects for today’s workers will improve with investments in infrastructure
and encouragement for entrepreneurs to invent new products, design services and build new
industries, each of which creates jobs. Over the long haul, though, the same economists caution
that our economy “just might not need a great deal of human labor.”11

The Challenge for the Returning Prisoner
Bleak as the future of work may seem for the general population, it is far worse for the
approximately 650,000 people currently returning from prison each year. 12
Returning prisoners already encounter prejudice and suspicion associated with an arrest, criminal
conviction and incarceration. 13 Many employers including some of the largest corporations
automatically disqualify any person with a prior conviction from applicant pools,14 and persons
convicted of a range of offenses are barred by laws from entering many occupations.15 The
disproportionate number of returning prisoners who are minorities will encounter undesirable
and quite likely illegal discrimination. 16
Prisoners disproportionately suffer higher incidence of mental illness, substance abuse and
addiction, learning disabilities, illiteracy or below grade-level educational achievement17 and
abuse or post-traumatic stress syndrome.18 Unless fully addressed, each of these conditions
impede the returning prisoner’s ability to compete for work today or for the jobs of the future.
Excluding prisoners from the world of work has a tremendous economic as well as social cost. The
removal of approximately 1.1 million men from the labor market while incarcerated and the
restrictions placed on them following release results in an annual net loss in gross domestic
product of between $57 – 65 billion in 2008 by one estimate19 and $100 - $200 billion annually by
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another. 20

For Prisoner Reentry, a Future Different From the
Present
We can foresee that in future decades policy-makers and corrections leaders will have abandoned
today’s ineffective strategies in favor of new approaches to employment-related prisoner reentry.
They will have learned how to make programming more economical and politically feasible. And,
they will be working with a smaller and different prison population than the present one. To
expand:

Abandoning Ineffective Strategies in Favor New Approaches
Prior to the late 1990s, studies consistently found that corrections-based work programs did not
significantly improve a returning prisoner’s success in finding and then retaining a job. In the late
1990s more sophisticated evaluations found that some educational, vocational and work programs
at best marginally improved returning prisoners’ success in obtaining employment. 21
One of the most rigorous evaluations of a highly regarded, well designed transitional work
program found that while participation in the carefully designed program reduced overall
recidivism by from 71% to 65%, the rate at which participants gained or retained employment
after a period of subsidized employment expired was not significantly better than the rate for a
control group. 22
Evaluations of other programs have found that program participation increased employment rates
by about 10%.23 Yet even those positive results were qualified: a Rand study found that the “odds
of obtaining post-release employment among inmates who participated in correctional education
programs are 13 per cent higher” than for inmates who did not participate. Because of the
possibility that prisoners selected for programs were pre-disposed to succeed, however, “the
evidence is only suggestive that correctional education is potentially an effective strategy for
improving the post release employment prospects of inmates.” 24 (Emphasis added.)
After a comprehensive review of the research and evaluations Doris Layton MacKenzie, Director
of Pennsylvania State University’s Justice Center for Research, concluded that while corrections
employment-related reentry programs had “some positive impact” on both recidivism and
employment, not enough is known to determine which kinds of programs are actually effective. 25
These tepid, qualified endorsements of correctional work programs by criminal justice
researchers contrast sharply with the value labor economists and business people place on
education and vocational training.
But perhaps correctional employment-related reentry programs fail to demonstrate effectiveness
because they lack duration, intensity, or the focus on specific skills that labor economists and
businesses insist are necessary to prepare today’s workers for skilled or technologically -advanced
jobs. The truth of the matter is that correctional programming historically set a low bar: “[T]he
typical job for which a prisoner is prepared is a low-skill, blue collar, or manufacturing job,”26
exactly the kind of work that pays poorly or will be eliminated in an increasingly techno logical
and computerized workplace.
Federal grant-making meant to improve outcomes may not be doing so. The Second Chance Act
grant projects that attempted to address adult employment often involved inmates in short term
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programming, no more than 90 or 180 days prior to or after release. Vocational programing more
often focuses on general skills which, if successfully learned, put the inmate in competition for
low-skilled jobs. Services provided inmates after release likely involve mentoring and/or
extended post-release supervision on parole, instruction or counseling in general work force or
“job readiness” skills or referrals to assisting agencies, but seldom a continuum of skills training
initiated while in prison or connected to a specific job waiting to be filled. 27
Rather than holding itself captive to meager results, employment-related reentry programming of
the future will adopt labor economists’ recommendations by providing extended, in-depth
vocational training in skills that industry needs, having turned to those industries and businesses
for guidance and best practices. Already, some reentry programs funded by the Department of
Labor are trending in this direction. 28

Managing the High Cost of Work-Related Reentry Programming
Lack of money, the single biggest obstacle to developing and implementing reentry
programming, 29 impedes expansion of employment-related reentry programming.
While the majority of states offer adult secondary and post-secondary educational programs in
prison, and more offer some level of vocational training,30 programming has been spread ever
thinner. A RAND Corporation survey found that 36 states decreased funding for academic and/or
vocational education by 6% - from $114,546,927 in 2009 to $100,760,235 in 2012. 31
In a tight economy, these reductions are understandable. The cost of work-related correctional
programming is formidable. Per-program and per-participant cost of employment-related reentry
programs are readily calculated from grant and project budgets. Second Chance Act programs
have been funded in the $500,000 - $700,000 range; costs per participant run between $3,000 and
$5,000. Recent Department of Labor-funded reentry programs cost $8,000 per participant.32
At $3,000 per participant, funding current models of educational and vocational programs for just
half of one year’s 650,000 returning prisoners would cost close to $ 1 billion --- ten times the
amount spent for these purposes in the 36 states that responded to RAND’s survey. Department
of Labor program models cost more than twice this amount. Political support for funding at these
levels is unlikely, as the reaction to New York Governor Cuomo’s recent short -lived proposal to
provide college courses for prisoners illustrates.33
Training for work is expensive. In the business world, however, the high cost is less immediately
obvious because it is shared between business, government at the federal, state and local levels,
trade unions and individuals. And costs are charged against overhead and other expense
categories.34
In coming decades, work-related reentry programming would be structured and funded more as
it is today in business, through well-defined partnerships with private enterprise and community
colleges. Costs would be shared,35 making the price of training prisoners much less of a barrier to
bringing prisoners into the world of work.

The Significance of a Smaller, Differently Profiled Prison
Population
It will take work, but in the coming decades we should expect that prison pop ulations will have
decreased. Criminologists, the National Institution of Corrections, and a bold public campaign
announced by JustLeadershipUSA have set goals of a jail and prison population that is half the
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present size.36 To the extent prison populations are reduced, the inmate profile will be different: a
population with more significant criminal histories and convictions. Lower inmate populations
would free corrections institutions of the high volume of short-term inmates and prisoners who
currently clog the system and, as a result, put them in a much better position to treat substance
abuse and mental illness, rectify basic educational needs, and provide cognitive therapies.
As prison populations decrease, a number of prisons would be emptied. Some of t hese would be
transformed into centers for treatments and services.37 Others could be leased for commercial
enterprise or put to use in public-private partnerships where new jobs will be created, as
explained in the following sections.
The costs of corrections-based employment-related reentry programming would be reduced in
proportion to the smaller prison population, with reentry programming for persons not in prison
shifted to community-based programs where expenses are lower and for which funding resources
are richer. 38

Bringing Returning Prisoners into the Future of Work
An array of new strategies for employment-related prisoner reentry will bring returning prisoners
into the workforce of the future. Here are seven:

1. Vocational and Technical Work Skills Training will Follow
Successful Completion of Programming to Improve Cognitive
Skills, Reasoning and Empathy
From her extensive examination of different types of employment-related programs, Doris
MacKenzie hypothesized that for vocational training and work programs to be effective, returning
prisoners should first undertake academic and vocational educational programs that improve
cognition in reasoning, empathy and problem solving. 39 Her hypotheses has been partially
incorporated into a model approach to “reentry education” proposed by the U. S. Department of
Education. 40
With this in mind, we can envision a future in which academic and vocational educational classes
would be valued as the setting in which seriously offending inmates will learn social and
communications skills MacKenzie and other experts predict will be even more important to the
ability to work in the future than they are today. Notwithstanding Governor Cuomo’s recent
retreat, effective reentry programs will provide prisoners opportunities for transformational
change with programs similar to that developed at New York’s Bard College before assigning
them to technologically-relevant vocational training.
This two-stage or serial approach will prove cost-effective, because expensive work-related skills
training would not be wasted on individuals who are not prepared to make use of them, a factor
which might possibly figure in present high failure rates.

2. Vocational Training Focused on Specific Skills and Intense
Instruction
The curricula for prison-based vocational programs of the future will be developed in partnership
with community colleges, businesses, industries and labor.41 Prison-based vocational programs,
as indeed their counterparts outside prison, may eventually move closer to the German
apprenticeship model, wherein companies pay employees for up to three years of on-the-job
5
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training and classroom instruction at vocational schools and for which employer’s associations,
trade unions and the German federal government jointly prepare curricula. 42
Businesses would enter into these partnerships because of the tangible advantages of engaging
prisoners in longer-term vocational and apprenticeship programs: prisoners are motivated and
have high attendance rates; costs are reduced because the government is already paying for room,
board and health care, and the time and location that prisoners will to be released and available
for work is known in advance.

3. Private Industries Employing Prisoners
In the future world of work, an increasing number of private businesses would find it
advantageous to hire prison inmates to work outside of prison walls and in plants installed to the
company’s specifications within or adjacent to a prison. Unlike the majority of private prison
industries today, these businesses would pay close to competitive wages, compete on the open
market, and would be fairly compensated for their contribution to prisoner reentry.
During my Fellowship students and I examined the history and potential of private prison
industries.43 In addition, I twice visited Fred Braun, a businessman at the center of the Kansas
Department of Corrections Private Prison Industries and a champion of private businesses
training and employing – and paying – prisoners. 44 Kansas companies employing prisoners
included a heavy equipment manufacturer with a specialty in welding, an electronics firm that
assembled sensitive industrial temperature gauges in an ultra-clean “white room,” and a porcelain
commemorative plate manufacturer. Each company trained its workers to fully participate in a
competitive work environment, absorbing the costs of training and apprenticeship while inmates
mastered marketable skills.45 While outcomes were never formally evaluated, corrections officials
and Braun were confident that inmates who were employed in Private Prison Industries did
relatively well after their release from prison. 46
All parties in Kansas’ Private Prison Industries gained some benefits. The companies had a
reliable, stable labor pool, received federal tax advantages for hiring workers with “disabilities,”
and avoided sick pay, layoffs and unemployment insurance costs. While the Kansas Department
of Corrections offered low utility rates and paid some capital costs to private companies, the
hiring business adsorbed the direct costs of training.47 Inmates learned real work skills, were able
to set aside nest eggs and pay child support, family bills and a percentage of wages to the
Department of Corrections. 48
To this date, no private prison industries program, including Kansas,’ has quantified costs and
benefits in any way that takes into consideration the business’s value as a reentry program. 49 This
should change in the future, when parties will negotiate contractual partnerships based on the
financial costs and benefits for private prison industries, corrections agencies, general
government, the taxpayer and the prisoner.

4. Creating Corrections and Business Partnerships
In the future, correctional agencies and businesses would forge innovative, mutually beneficial
cost-sharing partnerships short of establishing private prison industries that will successfully
return prisoners to the world of work. A particularly interesting example is in Illinois, where from
2010 to 2011 the Department of Corrections went to great lengths to successfully forge just such a
partnership. 50
Using informal contacts, a senior staff person at the Illinois Department of Corrections discovered
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that there was a critical demand for certified workers in the “clean coal” industry in southern
Illinois.51 Rend Lake Community College, adjacent to a southwestern Illinois prison, taught a two year series of courses leading to the required certifications. The college used equipment and a
mock-up mine for which the coal industry contributed support.
Working with the College, the Department of Corrections arranged to refit and equip a classroom
at the prison. It also committed to the unusual steps of screening its inmate population for
individuals who were to be released within a specific time frame to communities in coal mining
areas of the state,52 and to transfer prisoners meeting the criteria (and volunteering for the
program) to the prison for a six month-long multi-course vocational training using a curriculum
designed by Rend Lake Community College. After release, returning prisoners would then
complete the certification process at the Community College where additional equipment and a
mock up mine were located. Notably, in the post-release college classroom phase, returning
prisoners were taught side by side with regular students, marking a return to community and
responsibility outside prison walls.
The Department agreed to other steps, such as the transfer of inmates who were short of their
release dates at the conclusion of the prison-based phase of training to a DOC work release center
and the provision of transport between the center and the college. The Department arranged to
begin reentry support and job counseling for inmates while inside the prison and to continue the
support after release.
One of the mining companies’ hiring agencies agreed to place returning prisoners who earned
certificates in “clean coal” mining techniques in positions that paid between thirty -forty thousand
dollars annually.
Under this model, costs would be reduced even as prisoners were being provided intense, multisemester technologically current training. Corrections would benefit from having entire tiers of
inmates engaged all day in classrooms and with homework. For the industry, the pool of certified
applicants would increase at no additional cost. Inmates who obtained certification would be
reasonably assured of employment either in coal mining or a related field. Those not hired would
still have benefited from skills training in a competitive environment.

5. An Entrepreneurial Approach
The Fellowship also provided an opportunity to interview former prisoners who had started their
own businesses, including an upholstery and carpet cleaning service whose owner hired
exclusively former inmates. The individuals who created these businesses circumvented
prejudicial and exclusionary hiring practices for themselves and the returning prisoners that they
hired, but they struggled to meet initial capital investments and start-up costs.
In the future of work, public or private investments could address the problem of a lack of capital.
As an example, Accion, a Chicago non-profit which encourages, mentors and invests in small
entrepreneurial start-ups inaugurated a pilot program at Sheridan Prison in Illinois. Over the
course of a year, Accion put 150 inmates through 12 weeks of classes developing business plans
and made small loans averaging just over $2,000 to about 19 returning prisoners. Fully 70% of the
loans were paid back and several loan recipients continued as regular clients who, according to
the program manager, are “doing well.” Accion concluded that the return on loans was
satisfactory but found that counseling and mentoring drew heavily on its small staff’s time, and so
passed that function off to another non-profit, expecting to continue to make loans. 53
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Some returning prisoners may be able to enter the workforce through a version of private
partnerships. Roy Chilson, an entrepreneurial owner of several small Virginia businesses54
developed the concept of forming limited partnerships between local entrepreneurs and inmates
who demonstrate aptitude for a particular industry or skill - industries that might include
anything from manufacturing to technology. After training in specific skills needed by the
industry, inmates would begin to work from within correctional facilities and could continue to
work for the same business after release, compensation potentially augmented by partial
ownership interest in new, speculative enterprises. Chilson believes that for some prisoners
ownership interest in a company would be a more powerful motivator than the prospect of hourly
work. The focused industry- and job-specific training he envisions meshes with labor economists’
emphasis on specialized training as a strategy to bring individuals into the labor force. Recent
experiments in bringing disadvantaged San Francisco residents into high-tech industries suggest
greater success with programs that provide specialized training or apprenticeships than programs
that incentivize firms to hire untrained individuals with tax breaks. 55

6. Job Creation
No amount of improvement in approaches to preparing prison inmates for the world of work will
overcome the shortage of higher-wage jobs predicted by labor experts. Only major investments in
infrastructure and in new industries will create new jobs.56 The nation’s political leadership is not
currently disposed toward capital investments from public funds of the magnitude that is needed
even to maintain the transportation infrastructure.
Crises have a way of breaking down barriers, however. For a relevant example, this past year over
4,000 California prisoners were engaged on fire-fighting crews, learning and then working in
forest camps outside prison walls with minimal correctional supervision. 57 No one seems upset.
The nation faces at least one crisis that dwarves California’s drought-driven forest fires; the
multifaceted impacts of global climate change will require huge investments and new
technologies in order to mitigate inevitable damage. Entire cities will need to be protected or
moved, transportation facilities repositioned, agricultural practices altered, commercial fishing
sustained, water shortages and flooding addressed, and a great many actions must be taken to
salvage hundreds of species in the oceans, wetlands, shores and forests.
At this time, local governments as well as the U. S. military are repairing and changing
infrastructure, re-engineering water treatment and sewerage disposal, raising structures above the
reach of the sea. These efforts, a fraction of what will have to be done in the coming decades, will
open up hundreds of new job specialties and hundreds of thousands of new jobs.
As the effects of climate change become increasingly clear, the federal government will be
compelled to invest quickly and heavily in remedial projects and applied research. And,
according to future of work theorist Lynda Gratton, we can expect large corporations to deploy
the creativity, vision and good will necessary to tackle the largest of problems facing us. 58
As in any crisis of magnitude, there will be experimentation under pressure with new techniques
and technologies.
In this environment, prisoners in a correctional setting become assets.
Of course, prisoners can be trained and brought into physically demanding jobs, such as
firefighting in California. Beyond that, though, as engineers experiment with new techniques and
technologies, prisoners can be trained in advance at relatively modest expense fo r jobs that will
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utilize those technologies. Following the Illinois “clean coal” model, returning prisoners could be
trained to fill new technologically-demanding heavy-industry jobs where there are shortages of
qualified workers. Following the Kansas Private Prison Industry model, experimental, start-up or
speculative new-technology companies would hire and train prisoners, significantly lessening the
start-up cost to industry. Furthermore, untested technologies will provide opportunities for
entrepreneurship and shared risk-taking in new construction, agriculture, plant and wildlife
management, field research and environmental services.
In the future world of work, corrections agencies, government in general, and business will
negotiate details of arrangements to train and employ prisoners in technologically and physically
demanding jobs needed to mitigate the impacts of global climate change and, as they appear,
other extraordinary demands upon states and the nation, motivated by standard business analysis
of costs and benefits to government, corrections, industry and prisoners.
Beyond the calculated financial advantages to government, private businesses and entrepreneurs,
however, generosity still appears with regularity. There are a number of business people who
share Fred Braun’s, Roy Chilson’s and Accion’s investors’ commitment to bringing returning
prisoners into the world of work. 59
The huge task of remedying climate change is not the only opening that we have or that will
befall us in the future. For example, architect Jane Merkel recently proposed that the unemployed
tenants of New York City’s public housing be trained and then retained to complete some of the
$18 billion dollar backlog in repairs confronting the agency. Once having learned repair skills, she
suggests, they would be primed to move into jobs in the booming real estate construction
business in New York. 60

7. Extending Effective Employment Reentry to a Larger
Community though Political Collective Bargaining
The disadvantages associated with returning prisoners also beset a significant portion of the
approximately 11 million people who enter and are released from jail each year. 61 Transitioning
jail inmates into the future world of work will require an array of services and supports includi ng
educational and vocational training oriented toward meeting the needs of local businesses. 62
Still more people who have never been incarcerated suffer the consequences of convictions,
including for misdemeanor drug offenses, that result in disqualifications. 63 Many of the
approximately four million adults on probation64 are hampered by educational shortcomings,
mental health and substance abuse issues, and a lack of relevant skills training. They are just as
much in need of assistance in finding a place in the world of work as are returning prisoners. And,
jail inmates and probationers are concentrated in the same relatively small number of
communities that are home to a disproportionate number of prisoners. 65
In the future, funds not required because prison populations will be smaller can be made available
to community-based programs designed to move residents into the world of work. The kind of
program architect Jane Merkel proposed for New York’s public housing residents might very well
be supported with monies that today are spent maintaining prisons. So, too, might community
college courses developed in conjunction with businesses likely to hire successful students.
Policy-makers will have sound reasons to allocate additional funds and support to communitybased services, programs and technologically-relevant training capable of preparing residents of
poorer, disadvantaged communities for the future of work. According to Richard Florida, whose
9
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mapping techniques reveal increased income inequality in all 50 states, “The most effective
strategy for reducing inequality … [lies] in improving educational and economic opportunities
and increasing the wages of those at the very bottom of the economic order.” 66
But just as likely, the demand for educational and vocational training sufficient to move lower
income workers of today into the future world of work will have come from below. The driving
force may be organized labor: either traditional unions engaged in collective bargaining or
through alliances of low-wage workers and “union-organized non-unions” such as the 3.3 millionstrong AFL-CIO-backed group Working America. Workers alliances have won $15.00/hour
minimum wage laws in Seattle, Washington, concessions from taxi regulators in New York City,
and legislation providing protections and benefits for domestic workers in Hawaii, California,
Massachusetts and New York through “politically constructed bargaining between the leaders of
business and labor.”67
Workers alliances seem to have the potential to organize different categories of today’s low-wage
workers, many of whom are residents of the same low-income communities whose members are
disproportionally involved at every level of criminal justice. In coming years, they might well
expand their demands from straightforward increases in pay, rescissions of excessive taxi cab
regulation, and protections of domestic worker’s civil rights to advocacy for those things which
will help move their constituencies into the future of work: for better schools, access to
community college or vocational training for new, technologically relevant jobs, and the
opportunity to compete for those jobs.68 Returning prisoners will benefit when larger segments of
their communities press demands to employers and local government for the tools that will bring
them into the future world of work.

Conclusion
Thanks to the computer and robotic technologies, for the first time in recent history we find that
the future of work is in doubt. Jeremy Rifkin’s “end of work” is closer to reality than ever before,
especially for those least able to compete in a technologically changing world.
Yet there is room for optimism. Even for returning prisoners, there are pathways leading to a
future of work. Rifkin himself suggested a solution in increased government spending on social
programs and public works. For the returning prisoner, though, the more robust and politically
feasible approach will involve mutually-beneficial cost-sharing partnerships between corrections
and general government, private enterprise and entrepreneurial businesses, and the returning
prisoner. The returning prisoner of the future may have been through a multi-semester skillsfocused education and training program to equal the strongest community college or skilled
apprenticeship program adapted to a prison setting, with costs shared among parties much as in
the private sector. Or, he or she may have become employed in a viable, competitive industry
while still incarcerated.
Some may leave prison equipped, with sponsorship, to engage in entrepreneurial, risk-sharing
business ventures.
In either case, the returning prisoner that needs help will find it in community -based programs
alongside other community members organized to make for themselves a place in the
technologically-advanced, competitive future world of work.
There is even room for optimism about the future of jobs, both traditional and entrepreneurial.
Jobs will be created by large-scale private-sector and government activities necessary to repair
10
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and replace a crumbling infrastructure, to address the effects of climate change, and to satisfy
reasonable demands of communities engaged in political collective bargaining.
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